ACTIBLEND

Powerful Concentrated Industrial Cleaners Delivered Economically

NUANCE SOLUTIONS

PRODUCTS THAT PERFORM
“Waiting for improvements to happen on their own is not a good strategy”

Are you doing the same thing over and over and expecting a different result? That’s crazy, but Industrial Cleaning Consumers have been buying the same cleaning chemicals, in the same drums, totes and tankers for years, and yet are expected to meet tighter budgets and solve new challenges. It’s not your fault - you did not know you’ve had other options.

Our Industrial clients tell us about their most pressing challenges all the time. Do any of these sound familiar?

Are you:
- Tired of hidden freight costs?
- Under pressure to reduce the maintenance chemical budget?
- Concerned about employee and environmental safety?
- Stressed out by lack of production and storage space?
- Worried about internal handling of clumsy bulk tanks?
- Frustrated by inconsistent cleaning results?

If any of these issues seem familiar, and you are ready for a change, please read on.

The solution is simple…
Most cleaners are 80-95% water; why ship water?
We deliver only the super concentrated cleaning solutions, not the water.

What do Actiblend Superconcentrates mean to you?

Small package, big results
- True superconcentrates that are over 7 times more concentrated than ordinary cleaners
- The cleaning power of a drum fits into two 1.1 cubic foot cartons
- Each pair of Components delivers up to 2,200 gallons of ready to use degreaser
- Select from dozens of proven formulas to handle your cleaning challenges

A safer workplace for your employees
- The dispensing system limits chemical contact, tampering and waste
- Tech services and medical emergency numbers are on every container

Higher Productivity
- Optional dispenser fills 2 to 3 times faster reducing downtime by up to 67%
- System adapts to deliver a custom solution for your cleaning needs

Simplicity
- Just turn the valve to fill buckets and scrubbers fast and safe
Optional dispenser assures safety, control and consistent cleaning results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Methods of Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Formula 1** | Heavy duty non-solvent degreaser | Color: Red - pH: 13.2  
Hard water tolerance 2,700 ppm  
Solvent content: 0%  
HMIS: 300X | Removing greasy oily soils from industrial floors, walls and machinery | Scrubbers, mop & buckets and manual cleaning |
| **Formula 4** | Heavy duty non-solvent degreaser formulated for hard water areas | Color: Red - pH: 13.6  
Hard water tolerance 8,000 ppm  
Solvent content: 0%  
HMIS: 300X | Removing greasy oily soils from industrial floors, walls, sumps and machinery | Scrubbers, mop & buckets, steam cleaners and manual cleaning |
| **Formula 5** | Heavy duty butyl fortified degreaser | Color: Purple - pH: 13.5  
Hard water tolerance 3,200 ppm  
Solvent content: 5%  
HMIS: 200X | Removing greasy oily soils even aged, dry, baked on and water-resistant types, effective on greases | Scrubbers, mop & buckets and manual cleaning |
| **Formula 6** | Brushless vehicle cleaner | Color: Clear - pH: 12.7  
Hard water tolerance 12,000 ppm  
Solvent content: 0%  
HMIS: 200X | Removing road film, grit, grime and other soils from vehicles | Pressure washer and manual cleaning |
| **Formula 14** | General purpose citrus fortified degreaser | Color: Orange - pH: 13.2  
Hard water tolerance 2,000 ppm  
Solvent content: 3%  
HMIS: 200X | Removing greasy oily soils from industrial floors, walls and machinery, especially effective on rubber marks | Scrubbers, mop & buckets and manual cleaning |
| **Formula 16** | Low pH General Purpose Degreaser | Color: Blue - pH: 9.6  
Hard water tolerance 7,000 ppm  
Solvent content: 0%  
HMIS: 100X | Removing greasy oily soils from industrial floors, walls and machinery | Scrubbers, mop & buckets, steam cleaners and manual cleaning |
| **Formula 20** | Controlled pH quick release emulsion degreaser | Color: Clear - pH: 9.5  
Hard water tolerance 5,800 ppm  
Solvent content: 0%  
HMIS: 100X | Removing greasy oily soils from industrial floors, walls and machinery, effective in part cleaning applications | Scrubbers, part washers, mop & buckets, steam cleaners and manual cleaning |
| **Formula 22** | General purpose safe solvent fortified degreaser | Color: Green - pH: 12.5  
Hard water tolerance 4,500 ppm  
Solvent content: 4.5%  
HMIS: 100X | Removing greasy oily soils even aged, dry, baked on and water-resistant types, effective on greases | Scrubbers, mop & buckets and manual cleaning |
Choose CASES When:

- Usage is one or two drums per month of ordinary concentrate
- Water flow is less than 7 GPM
- Filling primarily buckets and walk-behind scrubbers
- Multiple cleaning stations are desired
- Produces 55 gallons of concentrate

Choose ACTIBULK When:

- Usage is three or more drums per month of ordinary concentrate
- Water flow is more than 7 GPM
- 5’ x 5’ of floor space is available
- Centralized cleaning station is preferred
- Filling multiple buckets, walk-behind scrubbers or riding scrubbers
- Produces 165 gallons of concentrate

Environmental Responsibility

- Packaging is secure to prevent spills
- Packaging is all HDPE for easy recycling
- Superconcentrates reduce shipping weight by 90% - burn less fossil fuels
- Compact size permits higher cube shipping
- Reduces packaging by 97%